
MINUTES 
For Council Meeting 

ALBERTA COLLEGE OF PHARMACISTS 
Wednesday, October 7, 2009 (8:00 am – 5:00 pm) 
Western Room, Canadian Western Bank Building 

10303 Jasper Avenue, Edmonton, AB 
 

 
1. Introduction                                                                                                     
 

1.1. Call to Order 
President Bashforth called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m. 

 
1.2.  Roll Call 

Registrar Eberhart called the roll and identified the following members of council in 
attendance: 
• District 1 – Wilson Gemmill 
• District 3 – Chelsey Cabaj 
• District 4 – Dianne Donnan  
• District 5 – Kaye Andrews 
• District 5- Anjli Acharya (Vice President) 
• District 5 – Donna Galvin (President Elect) 
• District 6 – Merv Bashforth (President) 
• Pat Matusko (Public Member) 
• Joan Pitfield (Public Member) 
• Teresa Hennessey (Pharmacy Technician) 
• Robin Burns (Pharmacy Technician) 
• Dr. James Kehrer (Dean) – Ex-officio (12:30 pm) 
• Joseph Blais  (APSA President) – Ex-officio 

 
Regrets: 
• District 2 – Rick Siemens (Past President) 
• District 2 – Wayne Smith 
• District 3 – Krystal Wynnyk 

o One council seat in District 3 -Vacant 
• Vi Becker (Public Member) 

 
Also in Attendance: 
• Greg Eberhart - Registrar 
• Dale Cooney – Deputy Registrar 
• Lynn Paulitsch – Business Manager 
• Grace Magyar – Executive Assistant 
• Darcey-Lyn Marc – Facilitator (9:00 am) 
• James Krempien – Complaints Director (11:00 am) 
• Tom Richards – TD Waterhouse (11:30 am) 
• Tracy With and Whitney Masson – Banister Research & Consulting Inc.  
 (1:00 pm) 

 
Observers: 
• Linda Carleson, Health Canada (1:30 pm) 

 
1.3. Invocation 

Pat Matusko read the invocation. 
1.4. Adoption of the Agenda 
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MOTION: That the agenda be adopted as circulated. 
 Moved by Joan Pitfield/Seconded by Donna Galvin/CARRIED 
 
 

1.5 Minutes from Previous Meetings 
 

1.5.1 Council Meeting held June 26, 2009  
 
 CHANGE MOTION: 
 
 2.5.7. Signing Authority: 
 
 “…  All cheques issued over $15,000 are to be signed by the Registrar, Greg 

Eberhart, or the Deputy Registrar, Dale Cooney, with a second signature.” 
 

MOTION: That the minutes be adopted as amended. 
Moved by Wilson Gemmill/Seconded by Donna Galvin/CARRIED 

 

1.5.2 Ratification of e-Ballot July 3, 2009 (handout) 
An amended version of the summary of votes enclosed with the council agenda 
was circulated. The amended version that was voted on is enclosed with the 
minutes.  

 
MOTION: That the results of the e-ballot of July 3, 2009 be ratified. 
Moved by Dianne Donnan/Seconded by Kaye Andrews/CARRIED 
 

 
1.6 Disposition of Directives –Council Meeting  

Registrar Eberhart reviewed the Disposition of Directives with council. The Directives 
were received for information. 

 
1.7 In Camera - NIL 

 
 
2. Governance                                    
 

2.1 ENDS Policies 
 

2.1.1 Review and Approval of Strategic Plan (handout)                
Darcey-Lynn Marc reviewed the highlights from the June council meeting and 
council planning session. She discussed how Critical Success Factors (CSF) are 
important pillars for ACP to achieve its END statement.  
 
Darcey-Lynn then guided council through the evolution of key decisions that it 
has made about its plan in the past year and work on the plan that the 
Management Team has continued since the last meeting. 
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ACP Strategic Plan – 3 Critical Success Factors (CSF): 
 
1 - Quality Patient Care – how we know quality patient care is occurring: 
 
  - Competent and responsible practitioners 
 - Safe and effective practice environment 
 
2 – Public and Stakeholder Confidence – how we know they are confident in 

ACP: 
 

- Public and stakeholder awareness 
- Credibility and trusted relationships 
- Effective governance and strong leadership 
- Accessible care 

 
3 – Effective Organization – how we know that ACP, as an organization, is 

effective: 
 

- Effective governance and strong leadership 
- Fiscally responsible 
- Workplace of choice 
 

Darcey also discussed 24 DRAFT “determinants of success,” each aligned with 
specific strategic objectives. These added further understanding to the plan. 
Council considered these from a conceptual perspective and requested that the 
Management Team continue finessing the wording and presentation of the plan 
prior to the December council meeting. Considerations that need to be reviewed 
are: 
 

∗ Is the graphic appropriately aligned to illustrate the relationships and 
dynamics that are intended? 

∗ Are the determinants of success clear (i.e. which relate to ACP and 
which relate to pharmacists)? 

∗ Where will our MISSION statement appear? 
∗ Council requested that a “determinant of success” be crafted under the 

governance CSF (Strategic Goal) that reflects understanding and pride 
within the profession of ACP. It was noted that this is important to 
succession planning, effective leadership and our future. 

 
Further, council asked that the Management Team consider whether there was 
adequate focus on the public and whether the culture of a strong, vibrant, 
progressive organization was apparent in the plan. 
 
It was suggested that the linear version of the plan be maintained for working 
purposes. 

 
MOTION: That council approves the three Critical Success Factors (Strategic 
Goals), the eight strategic objectives, and in principle, the 24 determinants of 
success. 
Moved by Donna Galvin/Seconded by Pat Matusko/CARRIED 
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2.1.2 Policy E-2 Resource Allocation (handout) 
Registrar Eberhart reviewed council’s priorities for 2009, the status of each of 
these and other achievements that have been made. These were a seguay to 
introducing proposed priorities for 2010, the 2010-2012 Business Plan and the 
budget estimates. Priorities proposed in 2010 were: 
 
• Pharmacist practitioners embrace their full scope of practice - Increase 

the number of pharmacists with “additional prescribing privileges” (target 
average of 11 applications monthly), as a means to improve patient access to 
appropriate drug therapy. 

 
• Competent to perform authorized roles – Implement the knowledge 

evaluation and professional practice log, as new programs through which 
registrants will be required to demonstrate their competency. 

 
• Accountable for informed decisions and actions - Enhance program to 

monitor and improve compliance with ACP standards in a manner that meets 
ethical expectations. 

 
• Effective policies and efficient processes – Identify and delete redundancy 

and align feedback between core business processes.  
 

• Expectations of pharmacy practitioners are understood - Inform and 
educate the public and stakeholders to seek and demand new services 
available from pharmacy practitioners.  

 
• Optimize pharmacy workforce – Continue towards implementation of 

regulation of pharmacy technicians. 
 
In concluding his presentation, Registrar Eberhart referred council to the 
enclosures with the council agenda, and the options that had presented about the 
ACP Fee Schedule for 2010. Council concluded that, as a surplus was anticipated 
this year, the Management Team continue to budget based on COLA increases, 
and that the need for any extraordinary increases be readdressed next year. 
 
Registrar Eberhart asked council to support the priorities and for direction with 
regards to the 2010 Fee Schedule. 
 
CONSENSUS:  Council supports the proposed priorities and recommend that 
management continue to use COLA (for the City of Edmonton as determined by 
the Conference Board of Canada) to guide their development of the budget for 
2010. 
 
Council requested that the targets for pharmacists achieving “additional 
prescribing status” be maintained. It also emphasized the need to communicate 
that ACP was using surpluses to invest in the bridging programs for technicians 
seeking registration, once technicians are a regulated profession. 
 
Registrar Eberhart will submit the Budget and Business Plan for council’s 
approval at the December council meeting. 
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2.2 Executive Limitation Reports and ENDS Policies             
                                                                   

2.2.1 Policy EL-4 Financial Condition – Internal Financial Report  
 
MOTION: That the Registrar’s Internal EL report on the Financial Condition of 
the College be approved. 
Moved by Wilson Gemmill/Seconded by Chelsey Cabaj/ CARRIED 

 
 

2.2.2 Policy EL-5 Insurance  
 

MOTION: That the Registrar’s EL report on the Insurance of the College be 
approved. 
Moved by Chelsey Cabaj/Seconded by Dianne Donnan /CARRIED 

 
 

2.2.3 Policy EL-6 Investments  (handout) 
Registrar Eberhart distributed an amended version of Policy EL-6, reflecting 
editorial changes that council requested be addressed at its last meeting. The 
amendments did not reflect any change to the intent of the policy, but rather 
provide greater clarity. 
 
MOTION: That the amendments to Policy EL-6 be approved. 
Moved by Anjli Acharya/Seconded by Wilson Gemmill/ CARRIED 
 
Tom Richards from TD Waterhouse reported on ACP’s investments and the 
status of its reserves. He advised that with the market continuing to be volatile 
and fixed interest rates being so low, that he continue to research alternatives for 
ACP, and may be proposing some new alternatives in the future. 
 
MOTION: That the external EL report on the Investments of ACP, provided by 
Tom Richards, Investment Council TD Waterhouse, be accepted.  
Moved by Joan Pitfield/Seconded by Chelsey Cabaj /CARRIED 

 
 
2.2.4 Policy EL-8 Conflict of Interest  

 
MOTION: That the Registrar’s EL report on Conflict of Interest be approved. 
Moved by Chelsey Cabaj/Seconded by Joan Pitfield /CARRIED 

 
 

2.2.5 Policy EL-13 Information Management – Internal 
 

MOTION: That the Registrar’s EL report on Information Management within 
the College be approved. 
Moved by Chelsey Cabaj/Seconded by Wilson Gemmill /CARRIED 
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2.3 Governance Policy Review and Amendments 
                                                                                                             

2.3.1 Report from the Executive Committee (GP-6 handout) 
The Executive Committee observes that each of the GP policies continues to be 
relevant and is significant to the success of council in governing ACP. The 
Executive Committee proposes the following amendments to the GP Policies: 

 
Policy Section 

Number 
Proposed 

Amendment 
Rationale 

GP-9 
Serving the 
Public 
Interest 

Entire Policy Renumber this to be 
policy GP-2 and 
renumber all preceding 
policies 

ACP’s moral owner is 
the public. Our vision 
and mission 
statements focus on 
the public. For 
consistency this 
governance policy 
should precede others. 

GP-2 
Governing 
Style 

First series of 
bulleted 
statements 

Change the sequence 
of the statements as 
follows: 
 
• Future focus rather 

than past or present, 
 
• Outward vision 

rather than an 
internal 
preoccupation, 

 
• Pro-activity rather 

than reactivity, 
 
• Commitment to 

obtaining 
community input, 

 
• Strategic leadership 

rather than  
 
• administrative 

detail, 
 
• Encouragement of 

diversity of 
viewpoints, 

 
• Collective rather 

than individual 
decisions, and 

 
• Clear distinction of 

council and staff 
roles. 

The amended 
sequencing does not 
change the intent, but 
may provide a more 
logical continuum/ 
sequencing of 
leadership thought 
processes. 
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Policy Section 
Number 

Proposed 
Amendment 

Rationale 

GP-6 
Council 
and 
Committee 
Expenses 

An additional 
policy may be 
appropriate for 
extraordinary 
circumstances 
when per diems 
may be 
warranted 

The executive 
committee has not 
proposed an 
amendment, but 
submits this for 
council direction. 
Issues for 
consideration: 
• What is 

extraordinary and 
who determines 
this? 

 
• How do we best 

exercise 
accountability? 

Occasionally 
extraordinary 
investment of personal 
time is required to 
prepare for meetings 
(i.e. Appeals) 

GP-10 
Council 
Linkage 
with Other 
Organizatio
ns 

Section 2 This section should be 
restated to read:  
“Appointments to 
External Governing 
Boards” 

ACP is often sought 
for participation on 
committees, working 
groups, and advisory 
committees.  
  
Historically these have 
been managed by the 
registrar. However, all 
appointments to 
external governing 
boards such as 
NAPRA, PEBC, and 
CCCEP have been 
council's 
responsibilities. 

GP-12 
Handling 
of 
Operational 
Complaints 

Section 1.2 • Restate to read “…, 
refers the matter to 
the Registrar in 
writing.” 

 
• Add a new 

subsection after 1.2- 
“If the complainant 
has received a 
decision from the 
Registrar that they 
are unsatisfied with; 
then the 
complainant is 
requested to contact 
the President in 
writing, including 
the documentation 
provided by the 

The amendment is 
consistent with 
governance policy, 
whereby the 
administrative 
interface with council 
is through the 
Registrar. 
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Policy Section 
Number 

Proposed 
Amendment 

Rationale 

Registrar.” 
 

GP-13 Section 1.1 This section should 
refer to Policy GP-12; 
not GP-14. 

Policy GP-12 
addresses matters of 
complaint. 

GP-14 Section 3.1 and 
Section 3.2 

Change the 
“M.J.Huston 
Pharmacist of the 
Year” to “M.J.Huston 
Distinguished 
Pharmacist Award” 
and 
The W.L.Boddy 
Pharmacy of the Year” 
to the “W.L.Boddy 
Pharmacy Award.” 

The Awards 
Committee 
encountered confusion 
in past nominations 
where the inclusion of 
“of the Year” in the 
award name was taken 
as an indicator that 
only activities 
undertaken in the 
previous year would 
be considered. The 
committee recognizes 
that the awards are not 
limited to activity 
within a particular 
time period, and thus 
hope the renaming 
more closely reflects 
the intent of the 
award.  
 

 
The Executive Committee submits the following recommendations for council’s 
consideration: 
 
1. That council invest in governance training for the President-Elect, as 

appropriate, focusing on leadership, presiding over meetings, and the 
governance of not for profit organizations. 

 
Rationale: Each President-Elect has had different leadership experiences. It 
is important that the President, the President-Elect, and the Registrar work 
together to identify learning opportunities as appropriate for each President-
Elect, that can best prepare him/her for their term of office. This is important 
to succession planning and the long term success of ACP. 

 
2. That council pursue means to instill honour and pride in service as a 

council member, so as to motivate registrants to pursue leadership 
positions on council. 

 
Rationale: ACP has been fortunate to attract quality individuals as leaders 
on council. However, it is noted that council positions are not actively 
pursued. It is important to establish a culture of honour and pride where 
registrants aspire to these positions. This is important to the long term 
success of ACP and the profession.  
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3. That council be more focused on its ownership linkage, rather than 
internal preoccupation within the profession. 

 
Rationale:  Council’s mission, vision and values must guide everything that 
council does. Central to this are patients and the public. As ACP works with 
its partners and stakeholders to facilitate changes to enable improved 
pharmacist performance, council must always be mindful about whether our 
strategies are meeting the needs and expectations of patients and the health 
system. It is important for council to have clear goals and measures that are 
meaningful in determining how successful we are in fulfilling our mission 
and pursuing our vision. 

 
4. That one-half an hour be dedicated at the end of each council meeting to 

reflect on our governance “processes” and to provide council members 
with the opportunity to identify issues that may be considered at future 
meetings. 

 
Rationale:  Council must regularly reflect on its performance in order to 
continually improve.  “Discussion” accommodates more dynamic interaction, 
and potentially better understanding, than simple written feedback. Council 
members require an opportunity to identify emerging issues significant to 
their governance responsibilities that should be deliberated at future 
meetings. This is an important part of council establishing its agenda. 

 
 
MOTION:  That council approves the Executive Committee’s proposed 
amendments to the governance process (GP) policies. 
Moved by Anjli Acharya/Seconded by Donna Galvin/CARRIED 
 
MOTION:  That council accepts the recommendations with respect to 
compliance under GP-6, 1-4. 
Moved by Wilson Gemmill/Seconded by Chelsey Cabaj/CARRIED 

 
NOTE:  Council requested Registrar Eberhart to propose amendments to policy 
GP-6 to accommodate extraordinary meetings of council and Hearing Tribunal 
Committee members, for their consideration in December. 
 

 
2.4 Ownership Linkage                                                                                                

              
2.4.1 ACP Registrant Survey 2009 – Banister Consulting  

Tracy With, from Banister Research & Consulting, made a presentation to 
council about the findings from the 2009 Registrant Survey. The intent of the 
survey was to: 
 

• Explore the challenges faced by pharmacists; 
• Determine the threats and opportunities facing pharmacy today; and to 
• Assess registrant’s perception of ACP’s performance. 

 
This information can be used by ACP in conjunction with that received through 
our public and stakeholder surveys that were conducted in previous years. 
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The survey was hosted on the Banister Research web server from June 3 to June 
26, 2009. Telephone follow-up calls were made from June 12 to June 26, 2009. A 
total of 1,232 surveys (172 by telephone and 1,060 by web) were completed. 
Results provide a margin of error no greater than +2.2% at the 95% confidence 
level, 19 times out of 20. 

 
 

Importance versus Satisfaction with Aspects of the ACP’s Mandate: 
Key strengths:  

– Conducting the pharmacist registration process;  
– Establishing and enforcing licensing standards for pharmacy practice 

settings; and 
– Establishing entry to practice requirements. 

 
Opportunities for Improvement:  

– Establishing and enforcing the Code of Ethics; 
– Establishing and enforcing the Standards of Practice; and 
– Resolving complaints about pharmacy practitioners. 

 
Threats to Personal Practice: 
Respondents were asked what they considered to be the greatest threats to their 
personal practice. 
 
Respondents most frequently mentioned: 

- Volume of prescriptions / large workload / lack of time / being too busy 
(13%); 

- Shortage of pharmacists / supply of pharmacists / retention (10%); 
- Lack of remuneration / not getting paid for roles / salary discrepancy 

(9%); and  
- Twenty-seven percent (27%) were unable to provide a response. 

 
 

  Threats to Pharmacy Practice: 
Respondents were then asked what they considered to be the greatest threats to 
the practice of pharmacy in Alberta. 

 
 Respondents most frequently mentioned: 

- Lack of remuneration / not getting paid for roles / salary discrepancy 
(13%);  

- Chain store / corporation control of pharmacies (11%);  
- Shortage of pharmacists / retention (9%);  
- The government / Minister’s change / health board changes (8%);  
- Lack of respect / cooperation with other healthcare professionals (8%); 

and 
- Thirty percent (30%) were unable to provide a response. 

 
 
Opportunities for Personal Practice: 
When asked what they considered to be the greatest opportunities to their 
personal practice, respondents most frequently mentioned: 

- Ability to prescribe (22%); 
- Focusing on clinical aspect / patient counseling  (17%);  
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- Cooperation with other healthcare professionals / work as healthcare 
team (11%);  

- Expanding the scope of practice / focus less on dispensing (in general)  
(11%);  

- Specialization opportunities / care / recognition of specialties (8%); 
- Ability to administer injections (7%); and 
- Thirty-four percent (34%) were unable to provide a response. 

 
Opportunities for the Practice of Pharmacy: 
When asked what they considered to be the greatest opportunities for the practice 
of pharmacy in Alberta, respondents most frequently mentioned: 

- Ability to prescribe (25%);  
- Expanding the scope of practice / focus less on dispensing (in general)  

(12%);  
- Cooperation with other healthcare professional / work as healthcare 

team (12%);  
- Focusing on clinical aspect / patient counseling  (12%);  
- Ability to charge fees for a consultation / counseling / new roles (8%); 

and 
- Thirty-eight percent (38%) were unable to provide a response. 
 

Overall Perceptions: 
To help advance their pharmacy practice, respondents most frequently indicated 
that ACP could: 

- Provide continuing education opportunities for all/low cost 
opportunities (16%); 

- Make the public more aware of what pharmacists can do/advertising 
(13%);  

- Provide more information/improve communications/quick responses 
(6%);  

- One percent (1%) of respondents stated nothing; and  
- Forty-eight percent (48%) were unable to provide a response. 

 
To help advance the practice of pharmacy in general, respondents most 
frequently indicated that ACP could: 

- Make the public more aware of what pharmacists can do/advertising 
(18%); 

- Promote  cooperation / understanding from other healthcare providers 
(8%);  

- Provide continuing education opportunities for all/low cost 
opportunities (5%); 

- Lobby government for changes/advocate for pharmacists more (5%);  
- Advocate for an increase in pay (5%);  
- One percent (1%) of respondents stated nothing; and 
- Fifty-two percent (52%) were unable to provide a response. 

 
Overall, respondents that were satisfied (4 or 5 out of 5): 

- ACP’s ability to meet its mandate (62%);  
- ACP provides leadership for the practice of pharmacy (56%);  
- ACP understands the needs of the pharmacists (48%);  
- ACP’s activities with the public (40%);  
- ACP’s activities with other health care disciplines (36%); and 
- ACP’s activities with politicians/government (29%) 
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Finally, respondents were asked if they could identify any improvements that could 
be made to the ACP. Respondents most frequently mentioned: 

- Improve communication to pharmacists (emails/practice consultants) 
(3%); 

- Provide more recognition / services to their members / focus on 
members (2%);  

- ACP should get more input from / listen to pharmacists (2%);  
- Eleven percent (11%) of respondents stated no improvements were 

necessary; and  
- Seventy-one percent (71%) were unable to provide a response. 

 
Council observed that there was a significant portion of registrants who still do 
not understand the role of ACP, and are unable to differentiate these from RxA. It 
was recommended that findings from the survey be used as an opportunity for 
communication with pharmacists. 
 

 
2.4.2 Patient Focus Groups- Preliminary Insights–Banister Consulting 

Tracy With also discussed experiences with the two focus groups held in 
September, as precursors to our fall media campaign. The groups included 
women aged 35 to 55. Eleven participants were in the first group and 9 were in 
the second. 
 
Respondents were asked to discuss pharmacists and their role in healthcare, as 
well as review and comment on a number of radio and print ads. Responses from 
each group provided feedback on the radio scripts and print ads. As a result, 
changes have been made to reflect their suggestions. 

 
 

2.4.3 Fall Media Campaign 
This was provided for information only. 

 
2.5 Competence Committee 
 

2.5.1 Minimum Level of CPR for Authorization to Administer Drugs by Injection  
The recommendation from the Competence Committee is that pharmacists 
seeking authorization to administer drugs by injection must hold a current level 
of CPR adequate to provide CPR, as a first responder, to a patient to whom they 
have administered an injection and who is experiencing a circulatory emergency. 
Pharmacists with authorization to provide injections must then maintain this level 
of CPR certification as long as they have this authorization. 

The Competence Committee recommends that this level be, at minimum, CPR-C 
(St. John’s Ambulance CPR training), CPR Level C (Red Cross CPR training) or 
HeartSaver AED (C) (Heart and Stroke Foundation of Alberta, Alberta, NWT & 
Nunavut). CPR for health care providers (e.g., St. John’s Ambulance’s, Red 
Cross’s CPR and Heart and Stroke Foundation of Alberta, NWT & Nunavut’s 
Health Care Provider C, or Heart and Stroke Foundation’s Basic Life Support 
(BLS) for Healthcare Providers (C)) is acceptable. In addition, the CPR 
contained within ACLS is also acceptable.  
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The following competencies must be covered at minimum: 
• Adult/Child/Baby CPR – one rescuer 
• Adult/Child/Baby choking 
• Barrier devices/pocket masks 
• AED (where legislation permits) 
• Adult/Child CPR – two rescuers 

 
NOTE:  Pharmacists who currently hold the authorization to administer drugs by 
injection (and so currently have CPR and First Aid) will be “grandfathered” until 
their current CPR expires. When they re-certify their CPR they must acquire the 
minimum level of CPR as stated in this policy.  

 
MOTION: That council accepts the Minimum Level of CPR for Authorization 
to Administer Drugs by Injection. 
Moved by Anjli Acharya/Seconded by Chelsey Cabaj/CARRIED  
 
It was observed that CPR training does not prepare pharmacists to respond in 
the case of an anaphylactic reaction. Policies and procedures are required, 
including a defined storage location of anaphylactic kits, and a rapid response 
protocol. 
 
NOTE: Council requested that policies for pharmacists responding to 
anaphylaxis be addressed within ACP’s practice framework. Deputy Registrar, 
Dale Cooney, committed to addressing this during his review of the Standards of 
Practice, which he will report on in December. 

 
 
2.5.2 Term of Authorization to Administer Drugs by Injection  

The recommendation from the Competence Committee is that the term of 
authorization to administer drugs by injection continue to be five (5) years. A 
pharmacist must apply for continuation of this authorization within one year prior 
or one year after the five year expiration date of the authorization, along with 
proof of continuing education in the topic of injections and immunizations, proof 
of psychomotor skills at an adequate level, and proof of CPR and First Aid 
certification. (If the pharmacist applies for re-certification after the expiry date of 
the authorization he/she must not provide injections while the authorization is 
lapsed.) This recommendation is not a new recommendation but rather a 
reiteration of the Competence Committee’s recommendation that the term of 
authorization be five (5) years. 

 
MOTION: That council accepts the recommendation of the Term of 
Authorization to Administer Drugs by Injection. 
Moved by Kaye Andrews/Seconded by Anjli Acharya /CARRIED  

 
 NOTE: The Competency Committee was asked to define parameters for a 

refresher course on administering drugs by injection for council’s consideration.  
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2.5.3 Revision of Competence Program Rules  
The recommendation from the Competence Committee is that the Competence 
Program Rules be revised to allow for ACP administration to determine the scope 
of competence assessments each year in the business planning process. The scope 
of competence assessments may be established by taking into account factors 
such as availability of resources (monetary and human), topical issues (e.g., new 
Code of Ethics), and pharmacists’ performance as determined by Professional 
Practice activities.  
 
MOTION: That council accepts the recommendation to amend to Competence 
Program Rules, providing greater flexibility to the administration to allocate 
resources amongst evaluation and monitoring programs. 
Moved by Dianne Donnan/Seconded by Anjli Acharya /CARRIED  

 
NOTE: The Registrar must report annually to council about the number of 
pharmacists and pharmacies that have been assessed through the Competence 
Program and the new programs being developed to monitor performance. 
 
 

2.5.4 Reciprocity of other PRA’s Injections Training Programs 
The recommendation from the Competence Committee is that an injections 
training program approved by another Provincial Regulatory Authority (PRA) or 
an American state board of pharmacy is not automatically deemed to be “a 
program approved by Council.”   

A training program approved by another PRA may qualify as “a program 
approved by Council” if it has been reviewed by the Competence Director and 
deemed to meet all of the criteria defined in the Guidelines and Criteria for 
Injection and Immunization Continuing Education Programs for Alberta 
Pharmacists.  

 
MOTION: That council accepts the Reciprocity of other PRA’s Injections 
Training Programs. 
Moved By Kaye Andrews/Seconded by Anjli Acharya /CARRIED  

 
 

2.5.5 Continuation of Additional Prescribing Authorization Upon Reinstatement  
The recommendation from the Competence Committee is that pharmacists with 
additional prescribing authorization who have been in a non-practicing status 
reinstate their additional prescribing authorization along with their practice 
permit. There is no need to re-apply for additional prescribing but the pharmacist 
will be entered into the immediate next competence assessment group after 
reinstatement of practicing license. 

 
MOTION: That council accepts the Continuation of Additional Prescribing 
Authorization Upon Reinstatement. 
Moved by Wilson Gemmill/Seconded by Anjli Acharya /CARRIED  

 
 

2.5.6 Reinstatement of Authorization to Administer Drugs by Injection 
The recommendation from the Competence Committee is that pharmacists with 
authorization to administer drugs by injection who have been in a non-practicing 
status reinstate the injections authorization as follows: 

http://129.128.112.167/document_library/InjImmGuidelinesFINAL.pdf
http://129.128.112.167/document_library/InjImmGuidelinesFINAL.pdf
http://129.128.112.167/document_library/InjImmGuidelinesFINAL.pdf
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1. Within two (2) years of going to non-practicing status – authorization to 

administer drugs by injections is reinstated with no additional requirements 
besides practice permit reinstatement requirements (as long as he/she submits 
proof of current CPR and First Aid certification); the authorization continues 
to the original expiry date.  

 
2. More than two (2) years of non-practicing status but within 5 years of 

passing an approved training program – re-certify injections authorization by 
taking required injections CE and proving psychomotor skills on a practical 
test (along with other requirements for reinstatement, e.g., jurisprudence 
exam and SPT and proof of current CPR and First Aid certification). 
Authorization continues for five (5) years after fulfilling injections re-
instatement requirements. 

 
3. More than two (2) years of non-practicing status and more than five (5) years 

after passing an approved injections training program – must take entire 
injections training program again and fulfill practice permit reinstatement 
requirements. 

 
MOTION: That council accepts the Reinstatement of Authorization to 
Administer Drugs by Injection. 
Moved by Chelsey Cabaj/Seconded by Anjli Acharya /CARRIED  

 
 

2.6 ACP Signing Authority 
 

MOTION:  That due to Catherine McCann’s resignation from council, that her name be 
removed from the list of individuals having signing authority for the ACP during the 
2009/10 council term. 
Moved by Kaye Andrews/ Seconded by Anjli Acharya/CARRIED   
 
MOTION:  That Dianne Donnan be added to the list of individuals having signing 
authority for ACP during the 2009/10 council term. 
Moved by Pat Matusko/Seconded by Donna Galvin/CARRIED 
ABSTAINED:  Dianne Donnan 

 
2.7 Council Education – NIL 

 
 
3. Legislated Responsibilities 
 
3.1. Committee Reports 

James Krempien, Complaints Director at the Alberta College of Pharmacists, arrived at 
11:00 am to answer any questions council had regarding the decisions before them. James 
Krempien left immediately thereafter. 

 
 

3.1.1. Investigating Committee Decisions under the PPA: 
3.1.1.1. Brent Grantham (#5176) 
 

3.1.2. Hearing Tribunal Decisions under the HPA: 
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3.1.2.1. Report received from Hearing Tribunal June 15, 2009 
  

3.1.2.2. Report received from Hearing Tribunal June 15, 2009  
 

3.1.2.3. Zhijian Huang (#6638) 
 

MOTION:  That council accepts the reports for information. 
 Moved by Dianne Donnan/Seconded by Donna Galvin/CARRIED 
 

OBSERVATION:  Council noted the sanctions prescribed by Investigating Committees 
and Hearings Tribunals and questioned whether these had sufficient impact to ensure the 
credibility of the profession and the responsibility that ACP has been granted. Council 
observed that sanctions need to be of such force that they deter inappropriate practices. 

 
3.2 Provincial Legislation 
 

3.2.1 Amendments to the Pharmacists Profession Regulation to Accommodate the 
Regulation of Pharmacy Technicians  
Registrar Eberhart introduced the first DRAFT of proposed amendments to the 
Pharmacist Profession Regulation. He indicated that the draftsperson had 
substantively incorporated the policies that ACP had proposed, and that while 
further drafts would be required, changes required were related to drafting rather 
than policy. He advised that Teresa Hennessey, Bill Shores and he would be 
meeting with Alberta Health and Wellness on October 9th, and that he would 
report further amendments to council before external consultation occurs. 
Council accepted the report for information. 
 

3.3 Council Vacancy in District 3 
 

MOTION:  That a special election not be held in District 3 to fill the vacancy resulting 
from the resignation of Catherine McCann, as only eight months remain on the current 
term. 
Moved by Wilson Gemmill/ Seconded by Donna Galvin/ CARRIED 

 
 
4. Consent Agenda                                                                                        
 
4.1 Report from the Registrar 

 
MOTION:  To lift from the table the discussion about Pharmacist Practice.  
Moved by Kaye Andrews/Seconded by Pat Matusko/CARRIED 

 
Council discussed the response from CPSA about the need to be available 24/7 to 
respond to the results of laboratory tests. Some questioned the feasibility of this; 
however, it was emphasized that the intent was that the pharmacist would either be 
available or have an arrangement with another qualified health professional to be 
available so that a timely response could occur.  
 
Council also asked about the development of Standards, their implementation, and when 
we intended to begin permitting pharmacists to order laboratory tests. Registrar Eberhart 
advised that the responses to the DRAFT guidelines are being reviewed by Deputy 
Registrar, Dale Cooney, in conjunction with the review of our Standards of Practice.  
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Policies to support amendments of our Standards will be available for council in 
December. Upon approval, a 60 day consultation period will be required. Therefore, ACP 
plans to begin inviting pharmacists to apply for PRAC ID’s in December or early 
January, and that after consultation, once the Standards of Practice are approved, that 
pharmacists will be eligible to begin ordering laboratory tests. 
 
MOTION: That council accepts the Consent Agenda as circulated. 
Moved by Wilson Gemmill/Seconded by Donna Galvin/CARRIED  

 
 
5. Miscellaneous Business for Council’s Consideration  
 
5.1 ACP Submission on Review of Restricted Activities 

This was provided for information only. 
 
5.2 Report from the Faculty of Pharmacy                                                   

Jim Kehrer advised council that overall the Faculty of Pharmacy is in a sound financial 
position and feels they have a very high quality program. He provided the following 
insight: 
 
∗ The Association of Deans of Faculties of Pharmacy of Canada (ADFPC) has 

unanimously approved their support for an Entry Level Pharm D program to be 
pursued by all Faculties of Pharmacy in Canada. 

 
∗ Alberta’s proposal for an Entry Level Pharm D program has been approved at all 

levels of the University and approval is being awaited from government (Minister of 
Advanced Education).  

o The University of Toronto has been requested to conduct a pan-Canadian 
review of its proposal, 

o U of A will consider the availability of a non-traditional Pharm D 
program on an interim basis after the entry level program has been 
successfully implemented. 

 
∗ Vacant positions are in the process of being filled. Two significant positions are an 

Associate Dean for Undergraduate and Academic Affairs, and a Director of 
Experiential Education. 

 
∗ The UofA is projecting a 60 million dollar deficit, this to be balanced through: 

 Increased tuition fees, 
 Concessions on contracts, and 
 Decrease in funding to faculties and central administration. 

 
∗ A UofA graduate scored the top mark in the spring PEBC examinations. 
 
He said the Faculty will be looking at expanding in Calgary as the program is under 
utilized and he wants there to be more in Calgary. 
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6. Evaluation of Meeting                                        
 
6.1 Self-Evaluation of Council Performance at this meeting 

President Bashforth asked council to complete the self-evaluation form and hand it in to 
Grace with expense forms. 

 
6.2 Summary for Council Meeting Self-Evaluation 

This was provided for information only.  
 
 
7. Adjournment                                                                                             
 
7.1 Next Meeting Dates 

 
• December 3, 2009 - Council meeting (Edmonton) 
 
• December 4, 2009 – Appeal to Council (Edmonton) 
 
• April 8, 2010 – Council meeting (Darcey-Lyn Marc to attend) 
 
• May 14, 2010 – Council meeting  ½ day (Calgary) 
 
• May 15, 2010 - Symposium, AGM, and APEX Awards (Calgary) 
 
• October 14, 2010 – Council meeting (Edmonton) 
 
• December 9, 2010 – Council meeting (Edmonton) 
 
• April 7, 2011 – Council meeting (Edmonton) 
 
• May 20, 2011 (am) - Council meeting (Jasper Park Lodge) 

 
• May 20, 2011 (pm) & May 21, 2011 (all day) – APEX Awards, AGM and 

Centennial Celebration (Jasper Park Lodge) 
 

Registrar Eberhart advised council that a one day Tri-Professional Conference may be 
held in fall 2010 (date to be announced).  

 
7.2 Closing Remarks - NIL 
 
7.3 Adjournment 

That this council meeting be adjourned (circa 4:53 p.m.) 
Moved by Anjli Acharya/Seconded by Wilson Gemmill 

  


	The recommendation from the Competence Committee is that pharmacists seeking authorization to administer drugs by injection must hold a current level of CPR adequate to provide CPR, as a first responder, to a patient to whom they have administered an injection and who is experiencing a circulatory emergency. Pharmacists with authorization to provide injections must then maintain this level of CPR certification as long as they have this authorization.
	The Competence Committee recommends that this level be, at minimum, CPR-C (St. John’s Ambulance CPR training), CPR Level C (Red Cross CPR training) or HeartSaver AED (C) (Heart and Stroke Foundation of Alberta, Alberta, NWT & Nunavut). CPR for health care providers (e.g., St. John’s Ambulance’s, Red Cross’s CPR and Heart and Stroke Foundation of Alberta, NWT & Nunavut’s Health Care Provider C, or Heart and Stroke Foundation’s Basic Life Support (BLS) for Healthcare Providers (C)) is acceptable. In addition, the CPR contained within ACLS is also acceptable. 
	The following competencies must be covered at minimum:
	The recommendation from the Competence Committee is that the term of authorization to administer drugs by injection continue to be five (5) years. A pharmacist must apply for continuation of this authorization within one year prior or one year after the five year expiration date of the authorization, along with proof of continuing education in the topic of injections and immunizations, proof of psychomotor skills at an adequate level, and proof of CPR and First Aid certification. (If the pharmacist applies for re-certification after the expiry date of the authorization he/she must not provide injections while the authorization is lapsed.) This recommendation is not a new recommendation but rather a reiteration of the Competence Committee’s recommendation that the term of authorization be five (5) years.
	The recommendation from the Competence Committee is that the Competence Program Rules be revised to allow for ACP administration to determine the scope of competence assessments each year in the business planning process. The scope of competence assessments may be established by taking into account factors such as availability of resources (monetary and human), topical issues (e.g., new Code of Ethics), and pharmacists’ performance as determined by Professional Practice activities. 
	The recommendation from the Competence Committee is that an injections training program approved by another Provincial Regulatory Authority (PRA) or an American state board of pharmacy is not automatically deemed to be “a program approved by Council.”  
	A training program approved by another PRA may qualify as “a program approved by Council” if it has been reviewed by the Competence Director and deemed to meet all of the criteria defined in the Guidelines and Criteria for Injection and Immunization Continuing Education Programs for Alberta Pharmacists. 

